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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Implementation Plan contains all the technical and functional information, and
documentation what is needed to implement the VR-HABIT platform The rules and guidelines
that are included in the implementation plan guarantees that the environment and the quality
stays consistent in the whole project. Because technology is likely to change during the project,
this document will be continuously updated.
The main goal of the Platform Implementation Plan is to identify all the needed business logics
and the functionalities of the VR-HABIT Platform. The deliverable is the result of the discussion
of all the technical challenges of the project made by WP6 members. Discussions were
extremely important to define the initial list of business and technical requirements for the
overall Platform, and for each single component. Three Platform components have been
identified and detailed in the document: Web Platform, VR Ecosystem, and Rehabilitation
Games.

Web Platform
The web Platform consists of a client portal and back end that allows patients and therapists
to log and review their data and progression statistics within any of the PRIME-VR2
implemented games. WP6 used questionnaire and 1 on 1 interview methodology to explore
the needed functionality and organized 4 focus group meetings and interviews to collect the
required information. All these data have been collected and organized by the KRL team, and
turned it into a functional and a brief technical documentation. This documentation is one of
the main parts of the Platform Implementation Plan.

VR Ecosystem
The VR ecosystem consists of hardware and software components included in the VRHAB-IT
Platform, Three types of custom-made controllers are recognized within an existing
commercial virtual reality hardware ecosystem, such as HTC Vive (proposed, may change).
Sensory input will be mapped to existing controllers or functionality will be extended via
additional drivers. The implementation of VR ecosystem modules (like the games) will be
based on the PRIME-VR2 Unity SDK. The functionality has been abstracted into a set of
separate modules. All modules will include code samples and example scenes in order to
define a technological standard.

Rehabilitation Games
The game implementation is based on the Unity game engine and the PRIME-VR2 Unity SDK.
The resulting applications, once submitted and reviewed, will be made available through a
game loader interface.
The games will be played in 3D environments built with tools such as Autodesk Maya,
Autodesk 3Ds Max and textured with industry standard tools such as Substance painter and
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Adobe Photoshop. During the last few months, the team has had many discussions with other
Consortium members to help outline the most sought-after environments that would encourage
patients to stay focused on their goal. The environments are not fully outlined as discussed
further in Section 5.1 but we will list the direction we are going for based on these discussions.
The first environments to be prototyped will be real-life environments that patients will
automatically be familiar with. These may include a gym, a tennis court and a football pitch for
the sports patients. For patients with dystonia, the direction we strive for is a simplistic
environment with solid pastel colours to avoid unnecessary distractions. The action items in
the environment will be highly contrasted with backgrounds to make call to actions as clear as
possible. These simplistic environments will try to mimic simplified real-life scenarios such as
a kitchen, supermarket counter or an artist room.
The final set of environments is the ones that could be used by any patients as recommended
by their therapists. These environments will take patients to places they are unlikely to go
unless in a virtual environment. These may include space travel, underwater discovery, a
peaceful natural environment, river rafting or mountain climbing.
It is important to note that when building virtual reality environments, one of the top
requirements is to build them with enough detail to visually please the eye but without dropping
the frame rate as this might induce sickness. We will use trade-offs such as increased loading
times to gain a higher frame rate. The target is 90 frames per second on a mid to high level
gaming machine.
An array of games will be designed to fit common themes with as little changes as possible.
The expected outcome for each of these games includes but is not limited to exercises that
enhance reach, range of movement, consistent movement, accuracy, strength and stamina.
We will briefly describe each of these exercises and then follow up with a few examples of how
these could be used in some of the environments mentioned above.
Reach and Range of movement applies to all patients and the parameter in this game would
be how far a hand can twist, or how far an arm can reach. Consistency and accuracy games
are targeted for dystonia patients where we monitor their ability to achieve a correct result
consistently and accurately over time. Strength and stamina games apply to sports and stroke
patients trying to rebuild their muscle tissue by doing an activity with forced feedback with
varying durations.
We will use the first set of games to explain how such an activity could be modelled differently
according to the environment with limited changes. Let’s assume a range of movement game
for a patient with tennis elbow where the user is asked to try and get to stretch and increase
the elbow movement. At the gym, this movement could take shape in the form of the player
sitting on a bench while lifting a dumbbell. At the river rafting environment, we could re-use a
similar player position and movement but this time the player is manning the rows to navigate
safely down the river. Similarly, the player may be asked to pick up heavy objects from the
seabed while underwater diving.
Each of these games will have to be validated before it is used on patients. The first validation
pass will be done internally and within WP6 to ensure correct input and output behaviour. This
will in turn be reviewed by the living labs that are the experts in the field. If permissions are
approved and they have patients willing to test the games, we will also get strive to get the
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games validated at this level as well. Anonymized metrics will also be added so we can monitor
and fine tune different parts of the games once these are actively being used. These metrics
will include but are not limited to frequency of use, fail rate, results progression over time and
session times. Through these data we can do statistical analysis and find common pain points
and address them accordingly.
WP6 has also identified and considered major data privacy and security threats. These
questions mainly focused on GDPR compliance and highly-sensitive information about health
status. After a thorough discussion WP6 members came up with the following solution: the
system will keep anonymized data only in the Web Portal, and all the additional data will remain
in the Clinic/Hospital database. Any direct connection between the Web Platform and the
Clinic/Hospital systems and databases are not planned, because every Clinic/Hospital system
is different and has its own datasets and tools. WP6 members concluded that creating such a
close integration of the two systems would introduce high risk to the project. This is why WP6
decided to use only the Patient ID as a unique identification number and a nickname to identify
the patient. The only personal ID that will be stored is the email address, because the system
needs to communicate with the patient.

Results achieved in WP6 at M6
•

Submission of deliverable D6.1 Platform Implementation Plan

•

Communication and management software and routes were discussed and agreed on

•

Organization of 4 focus group meetings by KRL and CPL to collect users’ stories

•

Definition of the requirements of the PRIME-VR2 Web Platform

•

Specification of the PRIME-VR2 Web Platform and its functionalities

•

Definition of the PRIME-VR2 Web Platform design mock-ups, including the modules
and communications, with the definition of use cases and scenarios of interaction
among the components

•

Organization of six WP6 meetings for discussing the platform implementation plan by
KRL

•

Creation of Web Platform functional and technical documentation by KRL

•

Introduction of coding Guidelines to the team to make proposed guidelines for the
coding by KRL

•

Creation of Unity SDK implementation plan by CPD

•

Discussion and filing of Project Risk Assessments
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Terminology

Term

Meaning

Game Engine

A game engine is a software-development environment designed for
people to build video games. Developers use game engines to
construct games for consoles, mobile devices, and personal
computers.

Unity3D

Unity is a cross-platform game engine.

Unity SDK

A software development kit (SDK) is a collection of software
development tools in one installable package. They ease creation of
applications by having compiler, debugger and perhaps a software
framework.

Web Portal

Web Portal is a web application that coordinates the activity of hospital
supervisors, doctors and patients in order to achieve successful VR
therapy outcomes.

API

An Application Programming Interface (aka API) is an interface or
communication protocol between different parts of a computer
program intended to simplify the implementation and maintenance of
software. An API may be for a web-based system, operating system,
database system, computer hardware, or software library.

API Key

A special string that is functioning as a secret password between the
API and the API caller. This secures the API so unauthorized calls
wouldn’t be processed and can help to prevent data leakage.

REST

Representational State Transfer (REST) is a software architectural
style that defines a set of constraints to be used for creating Web
services or API. Web services that conform to the REST architectural
style, called RESTful Web services, provide interoperability between
computer systems on the Internet.

JSON

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is a lightweight data-interchange
format. It is easy for humans to read and write. It is easy for machines
to parse and generate. It is based on a subset of the JavaScript
Programming Language Standard ECMA-262 3rd Edition - December
1999. JSON is a text format that is completely language independent
but uses conventions that are familiar to programmers of the C-family
of languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, Python,
and many others. These properties make JSON an ideal datainterchange language.

User

User is a person who has some level of access in the system. The
User interacts with the system and get results based on permissions.

User Account /
Profile

The User Account / Profile contains personal (eg.: Name, Email) and
non-personal information (eg.: UserID, Group, Permissions) about the
User.

Group

A Group is a logical set of Users. It has a Group Name and a Group
can have a special set of permissions what defaults to all Users who
are included in the Group.
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Permission

All available operations in the system and whether different user types
can perform them.

Authentication

The Authentication is the process when the system checks the User’s
credentials. This is a gatekeeper to secure the system from unwanted
access. This is mostly happening when the User logs in or getting
back to the system after a while.

Authorization

The Authorization is the process when the system checks the User’s
permissions. This is a gatekeeper to secure the system from
unwanted access. This happening at every API call.

JWT

JSON Web Tokens are an open, industry standard RFC 7519 method
for representing claims securely between two parties (mostly between
client and backend or backend and backend communications). Built
on top of JSON.

C#

C# is a general-purpose, multi-paradigm programming language
encompassing strong typing, lexically scoped, imperative, declarative,
functional, generic, object-oriented, and component-oriented
programming disciplines. Developed and maintained by Microsoft.
Developers using C# to develop a Unity3D application.

NodeJS

Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform, JavaScript runtime
environment that executes JavaScript code outside of a browser.

Container

A Container is a standard unit of software that packages up code and
all its dependencies so the application runs quickly and reliably from
one computing environment to another.

Docker

Docker is a set of platform as a service products that use OS-level
virtualization to deliver software in packages called containers.
Containers are isolated from one another and bundle their own
software, libraries and configuration files; they can communicate with
each other through well-defined channels.

Kubernetes

Kubernetes is an open-source container-orchestration system for
automating application deployment, scaling, and management. It was
originally designed by Google, and is now maintained by the Cloud
Native Computing Foundation.

Version Control
System

A component of software configuration management, version control,
also known as revision control or source control is the management
of changes to documents, computer programs, large web sites, and
other collections of information.
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2 TECH STACK
2.1.

Programming Language

There is a wide variety of programming language available today. Older and more robust ones
like C / C++ and newer ones like C#, NodeJS, Go which provides better solutions for today’s
coding problems (async, multi-threading, heavy network communications). There is no good
or bad programming language, but some are better than others when facing specific
challenges. With a monolithic approach, the developer chooses only one programming
language which is used exclusively in the whole software package. Another hallmark of
monolithic approaches is that all is contained in one software package. In polyglot
programming the developer has the freedom to write different parts of the software in different
languages. This way the developer can leverage most of the benefits of each language. A
danger of polyglot approaches is that the codebase becomes fragmented in many different
languages and requires a variety of skillsets to maintain.
In the Prime-VR2 project we choose polyglot approach but limit the number of languages to a
small set: C#, NodeJS. For certain heavy data and network traffic handling, using the language
Go language is proposed.
C# is developed and maintained by Microsoft. Because it’s wide adoption in education it’s easy
to find a C# developer in any seniority level. Also the chosen game engine, Unity3D using C#
as its main programming language.
NodeJS is a free, open-source language built on top of Javascript. One of the ideas behind
the language is to reuse the front-end web knowledge when developing the backend. Most of
the web programmers know how to code in Javascript. This makes it easier to find developers
and maintain the code base. Javascript also has a huge online community, which makes
finding answers and solutions easy.
Go is an open source, compiled and statically typed programming language developed and
maintained by Google. The main goal is to reach the C++ performance but without the
difficulties what C++ could mean. Go is only a few years old language but it is gaining
popularity. It is offering a simple syntax, a fast compiler and supports concurrent programming
from the very beginning.
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3 UNITY SDK
3.1.

Introduction

This section describes specifications for content and application development made for
PRIME-VR2 by using the PRIME-VR2 Unity software development kit (SDK), within the Unity
3D game development engine (Unity).
This section provides guidelines for application development within the PRIME-VR2
ecosystem and elaborates on all functionality within the framework capabilities.
This document aims to be a complete overview of the SDK. Please consider this document as
a work in progress as not all details within the project’s deliverables have been defined yet and
new functionality will evolve during development.
Package
The SDK is provided in the format of a Unity Package. After importing, developers can see the
following directories:

Figure 1.1 Directory structure of the SDK plugin

Each sub-directory under Assets>PrimeVR2SDK_Unity corresponds to a function in the SDK.
The PrimeVR2_Samples directory provides reference scenes to display practical use of each
of the SDK functionalities.
● Editor contains scripts that extend functionality of the Unity editor required by
components within the SDK.
● Plugins contains scripts needed for low level communication with external platforms.
● Primevr2_Game contains game logic related functions.
● Primevr2_Input contains controller input related functions.
● Primevr2_Samples provides a selection of sample scenes to display the use of the
SDK
● Primevr2_Service contains any service-related functionality, like authorization and data
communication with the PRIME VR2 back end.
● Primevr2_UI contains all user interface related functionality.
Unity version
The SDK is being developed using the latest release of Unity (2019.3.1f1 as of writing) and
will be updated when future stable versions have been released.
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Pipeline compatibility
The SDK is built using the standard render pipeline within Unity and is not dependent on a
scriptable render pipeline like the Universal or High Definition Render Pipeline; however, it
aims to be fully extendable to implementation in any of these described pipelines, depending
on the developer's needs.
Submodules
Dependencies and the requirements of submodules or packages will be described here unless
remaining non-existent.

3.2.

Environments

Developing content for PRIME-VR2 requires an understanding of the PRIME-VR2 ecosystem.
It consists of several environments that serve different purposes:

Figure 1.2 Framework environments
Web
The web environment consists of a client portal and back end that allows patients and
therapists to log in and review their data and progression statistics within any of the PRIMEVR2 implemented games.
VR Ecosystem
Three types of custom-made controllers are recognized within an existing commercial virtual
reality hardware ecosystem, such as HTC Vive. Sensory input will be mapped to existing
controllers or functionality will be extended via additional drivers.
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Unity
Development of new game implementations is done using the Unity game engine and the
PRIME-VR2 Unity SDK. The resulting applications, once submitted and reviewed, will be made
available through a game loader interface.
Distribution Platform
Our initial assumption was to use the Steam platform as a means to distribute the software.
However, as of January 2020 Steam is not accepting any new non-game software titles for
distribution.
“We are currently accepting the following types of content: Games and VR Experiences.
Non-game software is not currently accepted through Steam Direct.”
https://partner.steamgames.com/steamdirect
Since our main application is in fact a 'game loader', it in itself serves as a means to distribute
games that have been created for the PRIME-VR2 Platform.
We are currently looking into alternatives of hosting the initial platform download.

3.3.

Framework

To understand the functionality of the SDK we should look at the surrounding components, as
the SDK serves as a mediator between these different end points.
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Figure 1.3 PRIME-VR2 high level framework

Back end
The back end serves a database and provides an API to handle various interactions consisting
of but not limited to: user management, login authentication, storing and retrieving game
related statistics and serving patient/therapist related data.
Web Portal
A front-end web portal for both patients and therapists to serve user profile settings, progress
and statistics.
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PRIME-VR2 Unity SDK
The SDK implemented into Unity provides sample components and building blocks to establish
communication between back end, user input and real-time game progression statistics. The
SDK is the starting point for developers desiring to create new content for the PRIME-VR2
platform.
Platform loader
A desktop entry point for any user willing to start a new game.
The loader will provide the user with a login screen and serve basic game progression
statistics. From within this environment, the user can choose which game to start before they
enter the complexity of the virtual environment.
VR User Interface
The visual user interface in virtual reality with which a user will interact with further game
related statistics and progression. The SDK will provide template examples displaying best
practice interaction design made with the limited physical capabilities of the patient in mind.
Game
Implementation of game mechanics and visual representation of all game related components,
making use of the PRIME-VR API as a bridge between user, controller input and game statistic
related back end.
OpenXR
OpenXR is an open, royalty-free standard for access to virtual reality platforms and devices.
XR is an umbrella term covering a wide span of different virtual practices like augmented
reality, virtual reality and mixed reality.
OpenVR is a software development kit and application programming interface developed by
Valve for supporting the SteamVR (HTC Vive) and other virtual reality headset devices. The
SteamVR platform uses it as the default application programming interface and runtime. It
serves as the interface between the VR hardware and software and is implemented by
SteamVR.
Note that as of Unity 2020.1 the OpenVR plugin will be deprecated within Unity and replaced
by the new standard called Unity XR.
“Note: Built-in support for OpenVR (OpenVR (Desktop)) has been deprecated in
2019.3.*”
https://blogs.unity3d.com/2020/01/24/unity-xr-platform-updates/

Controller
During the course of the PRIME-VR2 project, three types of custom controller hardware will be
developed. All of which will be mapped and integrated into the VR ecosystem.
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Custom Input
Depending on the outcome of the various user profiles defined within the PRIME-VR2 project,
a multitude of sensors will be added to the controllers to measure a range of user input activity.
Input mapping
Custom input will be mapped to existing hardware, unless the capabilities of the hardware is
found insufficient, in which case the additional mappings will be made available via a controller
driver extension or replacement.

3.4.

Requirements

This section describes system and environmental setup and requirements mandatory to be
able to use the SDK.
Supported devices
HTC Vive
PRIME-VR2 custom controllers
Unity platform configuration
Unity Version

2019.1 - latest

API Compatibility Level

.Net Standard 4.0

Scripting Backend

Mono

Active Input Handling

Input System Package

Build target environments
Windows 10
Automatic Configuration
Settings that are mandatory for a proper functioning of the SDK will be presented through an
additional editor menu, allowing a quick setup for developers.

3.5.

Modules

The SDK currently defines four main modules:
•

A Service module, which makes the server-side API accessible to developers and
wraps complex systems like user authentication and data validation.
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•

An Input module, which embeds all complexities considering the custom controller
connectivity states and input logic.

•

A Game module, which provides building blocks for creating games.

•

A UI module, which provides building blocks for creating an accessible user interface,
to enforce a consistent mechanism and interaction design that is default to the
PRIME-VR2 platform integrations.

The following list describes the functionality of each of the modules.
Primevr2_Service
- Establishing a server connection
- User Authentication
- Automatic sign in
- Retrieving and storing user profile data
- Retrieving and storing game progress related data
- Retrieving and storing game resulting statistics
- Data caching and synchronization
- Data serialization
Primevr2_Input
-

Retrieving controller status
Wrapping complex input signal algorithms
Calibration
Measuring pressure, velocity, speed, inertia

Primevr2_Game
-

Progress analysis
Multiplayer connectivity
Measuring repetitive accuracy
Measuring reach

Primevr2_UI
-

3.6.

Event pipeline for displaying data updates
Handling user input
Mock-up interface providing basic interaction guidelines

Sample Scenes

List of sample scenes providing setup, calibration details and mock-up gameplay.
Other
• Multiplayer
• Language
• Analytics
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4 PERFORMANCE METRICS
WP6 has also defined five performance metrics that will be used to benchmark each game
developed during this project. The same metrics will also be used to judge the quality of the
games submitted by third-party developers on VR-HABIT platform.
1. Retention rate – in this metric we look for how long patients keep coming back to the
platform. There could be many reasons why patients walk-away from the platform so
this is the top-most important metric to look for on a daily basis. It is defined as a
percentage of all patients who come back after Day-1, Day-3, Day-7, Day-14 and Day30.
2. Number of sessions – Building on the retention rate, in this metric, we also look for
the number of sessions each player played per day. Please note that the target for this
metric might be different for each user for each different game and is hence set by their
therapist. This value could also be less than 1 if the prescription defines less than 1
session per day (e.g. 3 sessions per week)
3. Session duration - a session is the time from when the player starts playing to the
moment when the activity is suspended. This metric will give us a better understanding
of how players are doing when compared to traditional therapy methods and if the
games are interesting enough to keep the players engaged for a longer period of time.
4. Engagement score - the engagement score is another way of measuring the user
satisfaction. In this metric we’ll try and see what the players are doing while playing the
game. For instance, are they using the most basic feature only, are they exploring
around menus or environments to look for additional content and do they replay the
same game over and over again to get a better score? We define this metric in terms
of areas traversed with points given to each one according to the difficulty of finding
that particular place and summing the values up.

5 VALIDATION CRITERIA
Start, fail and completion metrics – We measure these values for any given game. For every
start event, we see whether the player achieved or failed their goals. This information will be
valuable to the game developers to help adjust difficulty as well as to therapists who might
adjust the targets for their patients.
At WP6, we have been discussing ways to validate each activity within the VR-HABIT platform.
This is traditionally done through play testing in focus groups but this has 2 drawbacks – it is
not accurate and it might not even be feasible in our domain due to the conditions of our
patients. The conclusion we came up with is that each activity will be validated with the same
conditions to understand how much it helps patients get better in their needs when compared
to traditional approaches. This is very important in order to develop trust within the community.
To achieve this, we decided to build a flexible system that empowers the living labs to define
the expected outcomes by allowing them to fine tune properties for each given task at a global
level as well as at a personal level for each patient.
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These properties include the following:
1. Difficulty – A float data type between 0 and 1 where 1 is the hardest. This is interpreted
differently for each game.
2. Session Duration – An integer data type that defines the target session length in
seconds.
3. Number of sessions – A float data type that defines the number of sessions a patient
should strive for in a week.
These data values are compared with the real values recorded from player activity to help
validate the real value for each given game.

6 CONCLUSION
The Platform Implementation Plan has outlined all the details about the Web Portal, PrimeVR2
Unity SDK and the VR Ecosystem (Rehabilitation Games). It also defined the terminology and
coding standards to align the work between WP6 members.
The Web Portal, PrimeVR2 Unity SDK, and the Rehabilitation Games create an integrated
environment. Within this ecosystem, the Doctors and their Patients can work seamlessly to
achieve their rehabilitation goals. Because every data from the games are uploaded into the
Web Portal real-time, the analysis is much easier even remotely.
The system remains extendable in the future with new games and metrics. Later goals can be
to extend the system with multiplayer functions or third-party developers.
Keep in mind in the implementation phase there can be slight changes in the execution. This
is mostly related to late information from other Work Packages or findings that were not
previously known.
The next step is to execute the plan and implement all components of the described
ecosystem.
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APPENDIX 1.
1 USER INTERFACE MOCK-UPS
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APPENDIX 2.
2 CODING GUIDELINES
2.1.

Introduction

These documents contain guidelines for writing consistent, lucid, enticing, modern C#.
If you take issue with anything here, please open a pull request with your recommended
changes and include an argument for and against their adoption; explain the benefits of your
proposed change, and also any drawbacks.

2.2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Guiding Principles
Be consistent.
Don’t rewrite existing code to follow this guide.
Don’t violate a guideline without a good reason.
A reason is good when you can convince a teammate, not just when you like it.
Assume your reader knows C# and English.
Prefer clarity to ‘performance’.
Prefer clarity to .NET dogma.
Write comments that people want to read, with correct spelling and grammar.

2.3.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Rundown
Indent with tabs.
Max line length is 100 columns.
Use spaces and empty lines precisely.
Braces generally go on their own lines.
Never put a space before [.
Always put a space before {.
Always put a space before ( except for method invocations or when following another (.

2.4.

General Guidelines

2.4.1.

File Layout

Layout your .cs files like this:
File Header
Using Directives
Namespace Declaration
Type Declaration
Constants
Static Fields
Static Auto-Properties
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Static Delegates
Static Events
Static Enums
Static Constructors
Static Complex Properties
Static Methods
Static Structs
Static Interfaces
Static Classes
Fields
Auto-Properties
Delegates
Events
Enums
Constructors
Finalizers (Destructors)
Complex Properties
Methods
Structs
Interfaces
Classes
Within each of these groups order by access:
public
internal
protected
private
An exception to this layout is manual properties with a backing field used exclusively via the
property; these members should occur in the file together in the properties section. If your
backing field is accessed anywhere other than inside the property definition, stick to normal
layout rules.
string name;
public string Name {
get { return name; }
set { name = value; }
}

2.4.2.

using Directives

Group using directives by common prefix, with shorter namespaces coming before longer
ones, creating neat clusters of statements separated by single empty lines.
Namespaces should be ordered in increasing order of platform specificity, with .NET
namespaces first, then library or component namespaces, then Xamarin namespaces, then
application namespaces:
// Beautiful:
using System;
using System.Linq;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using MyLib;
using MyLib.Extensions;
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using MonoTouch.UIKit;
using MonoTouch.Foundation;
using MyApp;
// Disaster:
using MyLib.Extensions;
using MonoTouch.Foundation;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System;
using System.Linq;
using MonoTouch.UIKit;
using MyLib;
Prune redundant namespaces aggressively.

2.4.3.

Declaring Types

Leave an empty line between every type definition:
// Perfect.
namespace MyApp
{
enum Direction { Left, Right }
class ImportantThing
{
...
}
}
// Wrong - missing and empty line between type definitions.
namespace MyApp
{
enum Direction { Left, Right }
class ImportantThing
{
...
}
}
// Wrong - more than one empty line.
namespace MyApp
{
enum Direction { Left, Right }
class ImportantThing
{
...
}
}
Put a space before and after : when listing base classes and interfaces.
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// Perfect.
class MyClass : BaseClass, IDoesThis
{
}
// Wrong.
class MyClass: BaseClass, IDoesThis
{
}

Enums
Simple enums may be defined on a single line:
enum Edge { Left, Right, Bottom, Top }
Larger enums should list entries on separate lines and always end in a comma:
enum StringSplitOptions
{
None = 0,
RemoveEmptyEntries = 1,
}

2.5.

Member Declarations

Leave an empty line before every method, property, indexer, constructor, and destructor:
class Person
{
string name;
public Person(string name)
{
this.name = name;
}
}
Automatic properties don’t need to be preceded by an empty line:
class Person
{
string Name { get; set; }
int Age { get; set; }
...
}

2.5.1.

Methods

public async Task<string[]> Query<TDatabase>(User user, TDatabase database
, Role role = Role.Admin)
: where TDatabase : IDatabase
{
}
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2.5.2.

Properties

Declare automatic properties on a single line with the exact spacing shown below:
// Perfect.
string Name { get; set; }
Simple properties may define get and set on a single line each, with get first:
// Perfect.
string Name {
get { return name; }
set { name = value; }
}
Also note the single spaces before and after {, and the space before }.
Complex properties go like this:
// Perfect.
string Name {
get {
return name;
}
set {
name = value;
}
}

2.5.3.

Type Inference

Use it. Less typing is almost always better than more typing, with some important exceptions.
Use var when the type is repeated on the right-hand side of the assignment:
// Perfect!
var users = new Dictionary<UserId, User>();
// Bloated.
Dictionary<UserId, User> users = new Dictionary<UserId, User>();
Don’t use var for capturing the return type of a method or property when the type is not
evident:
// Horrendous.
var things = Interpret(data);
// Much better.
HashMap<Thing> things = Interpret(data);
// Even better.
var things = InterpretAs<Thing>(data);
Omit the type when using array initializers:
// Could be better:
database.UpdateUserIds(new int[] { 1, 2, 3 });
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// Better:
database.UpdateUserIds(new [] { 1, 2, 3 });

2.5.4.

Object and Collection Initializers

Use them.
For simple initializers, you may do a one-liner:
// Perfect.
var person = new Person("Vinny") { Age = 50 };
// Acceptable.
var person = new Person("Vinny") {
Age = 50,
};
Omit the () when using parameterless constructors:
// Perfect.
var person = new Person { Name = "Bob", Age = 75 };
// Wrong.
var person = new Person() { Name = "Bob", Age = 75 };
In general, each expression should be on a separate line, and every line should end with a
comma ,:
// Very nice collection initializer.
var entries = new Dictionary<string, int> {
{ "key1", 1 },
{ "key2", 2 },
};
// Very nice object initializer.
var contact = new Person {
Name = "David Siegel",
SocialSecurityNumber = 123456789,
Address = "1234 Montgomery Circle Drive East",
};
// Bad collection initializer – multiple entries on one line.
var entries = new Dictionary<string, int> {
{ "key1", 1 }, { "key2", 2 },
};

2.5.5.

Indentation

switch statements have the case at the same indentation as the switch:
switch (x) {
case 'a':
...
case 'b':
...
}
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2.5.6.

Where to put spaces[1]

We prefer to put a space before an open parenthesis only in control flow statements, but not
in normal method/delegate/lambda calls, or expressions. This makes method invocations
stand out from simple logical groupings. For example, this is good:
// Flow control...
if (awesome) ...
foreach (var foo in foos) ...
while (hazMonkeys) ...
// Logical grouping...
var result = b * (4 + i);
// Method invocation.
Foo(database);
Debug.Assert(5 + (3 * 4) && "laws of math are failing me");
// Consider
A = result ?? (int) compute (foo (b + 1));
// At first glance it Looks very similar to:
A = result ?? (int) compute (foo) (b + 1);
// Whereas:
A = result ?? (int) compute(foo(b + 1));
// Looks more immediately distinct from
A = result ?? (int) compute(foo)(b + 1);
The reason for doing this is not completely arbitrary. This style makes control flow operators
stand out more, and makes expressions flow better. The function call operator binds very
tightly as a postfix operator. In some cases, such as when C# is embedded in Razor markup,
inserting a space before an opening parenthesis will cause compilation to fail.
[1] Adapted from http://llvm.org/docs/CodingStandards.html#spaces-before-parentheses
Do not put a space before the left angle bracket in a generic type:
// Perfect.
var scores = new List<int>();
// Incorrect.
var scores = new List <int>();
Do not put spaces inside parentheses, square brackets, or angle brackets:
// Wrong - spaces inside.
Initialize( database );
products[ i ];
new List< int >();
Separate type parameters to generic types by a space:
// Excellent.
var users = new Dictionary<UserId, User>();
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// Worthless.
var users = new Dictionary<UserId,User>();
Put a space between the type and the identifier what casting:
// Great.
var person = (Person) sender;
// Bad.
var person = (Person)sender;

2.5.7.

Where to put braces

Inside a code block, put the opening brace on the same line as the statement:
// Lovely.
if (you.Love(someone)) {
someone.SetFree();
}
// Wrong.
if (you.Love(someone))
{
someone.SetFree();
}
Omitting braces for single line if statements is fine, however braces are always acceptable:
// Lovely.
if (you.Like(it))
it.PutOn(ring);
// Acceptable.
if (you.Like(it)) {
it.PutOn(ring);
}
Very short statements may be one-liners, especially when the body is a return:
// Lovely.
if (condition) return;
// Acceptable, but a little complex for a one-liner.
if (people.All(p => p.IsAdmin)) return new AdminPage();
// Wrong - too complex for a single line:
if (people.Where(p => p.IsAdmin).Average(p => p.Age) > 21) return DrinkDis
penser.FireWater;
Always use braces with nested or multi-line conditions:
// Perfect.
if (a) {
if (b) {
code();
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}
}
// Acceptable.
if (a) {
if (b)
code();
}
// Wrong.
if (a)
if (b)
code ();
When defining a method, put the opening brace on its own line:
// Correct.
void LaunchRockets()
{
}
// Wrong.
void LaunchRockets() {
}
When defining a property, keep the opening brace on the same line:
// Perfect.
double AverageAge {
get {
return people.Average (p => p.Age);
}
}
// Wrong.
double AverageAge
{
get {
return people.Average(p => p.Age);
}
}
Notice how get keeps its brace on the same line.
For very small properties, you can compress things:
// Preferred.
int Property {
get { return value; }
set { x = value; }
}
// Acceptable.
int Property {
get {
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return value;
}
set {
x = value;
}
}
Empty methods should have the body of code using two lines, in consistency with the rest:
// Good.
void EmptyMethod()
{
}
// These are wrong.
void EmptyMethod() {}
void EmptyMethod()
{}
Generic method type parameter constraints are on separate lines, one line per type
parameter, indented once:
static bool TryParse<TEnum>(string value, out TEnum result)
where TEnum : struct
{
...
}
If statements with else clauses are formatted like this:
good:
if (dingus) {
...
} else {
...
}
bad:
if (dingus)
{
...
}
else
{
...
}
bad:
if (dingus) {
...
}
else {
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...
}
Namespaces, types, and methods all put braces on their own line:
// Correct.
namespace MyApp
{
class FluxCapacitor
{
...
}
}
// Wrong - opening braces are not on their own lines.
namespace MyApp {
class FluxCapacitor {
...
}
}
To summarize:
Statement
Namespace
Type
Methods
Constructors
Destructors
Properties
Control blocks (if, for…)
Anonymous types and methods

2.5.8.

Brace position
new line
new line
new line
new line
new line
same line
same line
same line

Long Argument Lists

When your argument list grows too long, split your method invocation across multiple lines,
with the first argument on a new line after the opening parenthesis of the method invocation,
the closing parenthesis of the invocation on its own line at the same indentation level as the
line with the opening parenthesis. This style works especially well for methods with named
parameters.
// Lovely.
Console.WriteLine(
"Connect to {0} via {1} with extra data: {2} {3}",
database.Address,
database.ConnectionMethod.Description,
data.FirstPart,
data.SecondPart
);
It’s also acceptable to put multiple arguments on a single line when they belong together:
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// Acceptable.
Console.WriteLine(
"Connect to {0} via {1} with extra data: {2} {3}",
database.Address,
database.ConnectionMethod.Description,
data.FirstPart, data.SecondPart
);
When chaining method calls, each method call in the chain should be on a separate line
indented once:
void M() {
IEnumerable<int> items = Enumerable.Range(0, 100)
.Select(e => e * 2);
}
Use single spaces in expressions liberally:
good:
// Good.
if (a + 5 > method(blah() + 4))
// Bad.
if (a+5>method(blah()+4))

2.5.9.

Casing

Argument names should use the camel casing for identifiers, like this:
good:
// Good.
void Method(string myArgument)
// Bad.
void Method(string lpstrArgument)
void Method(string my_string)

2.5.10.

Instance Fields

Don’t use m_ or _ as prefixes for instance fields. Just use normal parameter naming
conventions:
// Perfect.
class Person
{
string name;
}
// Wrong.
class Person
{
string m_name;
}
Don’t write private for private members, as this is the default visibility in C#:
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// Perfect.
class Person
{
string name;
}
// Wrong.
class Person
{
private string name;
}
An exception to this rule is serializable classes. In this case, if we desire to have our
serialized data be compatible with Microsoft’s, we must use the same field name.

2.5.11.

this

The use of “this.” as a prefix in code is discouraged, it is mostly redundant. In general, since
internal variables are lowercase and anything that becomes public starts with an uppercase
letter, there is no ambiguity between what the “Foo” and “foo” are. The first is a public
property or field, the second is internal property or field.
Good:
class Foo
{
int bar;
void Update(int newValue)
{
bar = newValue;
}
void Clear()
{
Update();
}
}
Bad:
class Foo
{
int bar;
void Update(int newValue)
{
this.bar = newValue;
}
void Clear()
{
this.Update();
}
}
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An exception is made for this when the parameter name is the same as an instance
variable, this happens sometimes in constructors or if naming is difficult:
Good:
class Message
{
char text;
public Message(string text)
{
this.text = text;
}
}
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3 CODE COMMENTING GUIDELINES
3.1.

Simple Comments

Comments begin with // followed by a single space, use sentence casing, and exhibit proper
spelling and grammar.
// Great:
// Verify that the client and server states are consistent.
// Bad - missing space:
//Verify that the client and server states are consistent.
// Bad - not a sentence:
// verify client server states
If your comment just paraphrases code, remove it:
// Bad
// Makes the window key and orders it front.
window.MakeKeyAndOrderFront ();

3.2.

Multiline comments

Long comments tend to grow from smaller ones, so it’s simpler to always use // than to
switch to /* ... */ when a comment becomes “long”.
// Good:
// Sartorial leggings ennui before they sold out banjo, lo-fi Truffaut
// Shoreditch sustainable Godard skateboard next level iPhone. Locavore to
usled
// meh fingerstache DIY church-key keytar, Vice pug quinoa seitan. Blog ph
oto
// booth Pinterest letterpress kogi leggings aesthetic irony.
// Bad:
/*
* Sartorial leggings ennui before they sold out banjo, lo-fi Truffaut
* Shoreditch sustainable Godard skateboard next level iPhone. Locavore to
usled
* meh fingerstache DIY church-key keytar, Vice pug quinoa seitan. Blog ph
oto
* booth Pinterest letterpress kogi leggings aesthetic irony.
*/

3.3.

Commenting Out Code

The only recommended use of /* ... */-style comments is for commenting out code.
Please do not comment out multiple lines of code with //.
// Good:
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/*
for (int i = 0; i < int.MaxValue; i++)
Console.WriteLine (i);
*/
// Bad:
// for (int i = 0; i < int.MaxValue; i++)
//
Console.WriteLine (i);
You should avoid commenting out code anyway, preferring version control or other methods.

4 NAMING GUIDELINES
Plural

Prefix

Suffix

Abbreviation

Char
Mask

Underscores

128

No

No

Yes

No

[A-z][0-9]

No

PascalCase

128

No

No

Yes

No

[A-z][0-9]

No

Method name

PascalCase

128

Yes

No

No

No

[A-z][0-9]

No

Method
arguments

camelCase

128

Yes

No

No

Yes

[A-z][0-9]

No

Local variables

camelCase

50

Yes

No

No

Yes

[A-z][0-9]

No

Constants name

PascalCase

50

No

No

No

No

[A-z][0-9]

No

Field name

camelCase

50

Yes

No

No

Yes

[A-z][0-9]

Yes

Properties name

PascalCase

50

Yes

No

No

Yes

[A-z][0-9]

No

Delegate name

PascalCase

128

No

No

Yes

Yes

[A-z]

No

Enum type name

PascalCase

128

Yes

No

No

No

[A-z]

No

Object Name

Notation

Class name
Constructor
name

PascalCase

Length

1. Do use PascalCasing for class names and method names:
public class ClientActivity
{
public void ClearStatistics()
{
//...
}
public void CalculateStatistics()
{
//...
}
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.

2. Do use camelCasing for method arguments and local variables:
public class UserLog
{
public void Add(LogEvent logEvent)
{
int itemCount = logEvent.Items.Count;
// ...
}
}
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Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.

3. Do not use Hungarian notation or any other type identification in identifiers
// Correct
int counter;
string name;
// Avoid
int iCounter;
string strName;
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and Visual Studio IDE makes
determining types very easy (via tooltips). In general you want to avoid type indicators
in any identifier.

4. Do not use Screaming Caps for constants or readonly variables:
// Correct
public const string ShippingType = "DropShip";
// Avoid
public const string SHIPPINGTYPE = "DropShip";
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework. Caps grab too much attention.

5. Use meaningful names for variables. The following example uses seattleCustomers for
customers who are located in Seattle:
var seattleCustomers = from customer in customers
where customer.City == "Seattle"
select customer.Name;
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.

6. Avoid using Abbreviations. Exceptions: abbreviations commonly used as names, such as Id,
Xml, Ftp, Uri.
// Correct
UserGroup userGroup;
Assignment employeeAssignment;
// Avoid
UserGroup usrGrp;
Assignment empAssignment;
// Exceptions
CustomerId customerId;
XmlDocument xmlDocument;
FtpHelper ftpHelper;
UriPart uriPart;
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and prevents inconsistent
abbreviations.

7. Do use PascalCasing for abbreviations 3 characters or more (2 chars are both uppercase):
HtmlHelper htmlHelper;
FtpTransfer ftpTransfer;
UIControl uiControl;
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework. Caps would grab visually too
much attention.
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8. Do not use Underscores in identifiers. Exception: you can prefix private fields with an
underscore:
// Correct
public DateTime clientAppointment;
public TimeSpan timeLeft;
// Avoid
public DateTime client_Appointment;
public TimeSpan time_Left;
// Exception (Class field)
private DateTime _registrationDate;
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and makes code more natural to
read (without ‘slur’). Also avoids underline stress (inability to see underline).

9. Do use predefined type names (C# aliases) like int, float, string for local, parameter
and member declarations. Do use .NET Framework names like Int32, Single, String when
accessing the type’s static members like Int32.TryParse or String.Join.
// Correct
string firstName;
int lastIndex;
bool isSaved;
string commaSeparatedNames = String.Join(", ", names);
int index = Int32.Parse(input);
// Avoid
String firstName;
Int32 lastIndex;
Boolean isSaved;
string commaSeparatedNames = string.Join(", ", names);
int index = int.Parse(input);
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and makes code more natural to read.

10. Do use implicit type var for local variable declarations. Exception: primitive types (int,
string, double, etc) use predefined names.
var stream = File.Create(path);
var customers = new Dictionary();
// Exceptions
int index = 100;
string timeSheet;
bool isCompleted;
Why: removes clutter, particularly with complex generic types. Type is easily detected
with Visual Studio tooltips.

11. Do use noun or noun phrases to name a class.
public class Employee
{
}
public class BusinessLocation
{
}
public class DocumentCollection
{
}
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Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to remember.

12. Do prefix interfaces with the letter I. Interface names are noun (phrases) or adjectives.
public interface IShape
{
}
public interface IShapeCollection
{
}
public interface IGroupable
{
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework.

13. Do name source files according to their main classes. Exception: file names with partial
classes reflect their source or purpose, e.g. designer, generated, etc.
// Located in Task.cs
public partial class Task
{
}
// Located in Task.generated.cs
public partial class Task
{
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft practices. Files are alphabetically sorted and
partial classes remain adjacent.

14. Do organize namespaces with a clearly defined structure:
// Examples
namespace Company.Product.Module.SubModule
{
}
namespace Product.Module.Component
{
}
namespace Product.Layer.Module.Group
{
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework. Maintains good organization of
your code base.

15. Do vertically align curly brackets:
// Correct
class Program
{
static void Main(string[] args)
{
//...
}
}
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Why: Microsoft has a different standard, but developers have overwhelmingly
preferred vertically aligned brackets.

16. Do declare all member variables at the top of a class, with static variables at the very top.
// Correct
public class Account
{
public static string BankName;
public static decimal Reserves;
public string Number { get; set; }
public DateTime DateOpened { get; set; }
public DateTime DateClosed { get; set; }
public decimal Balance { get; set; }
// Constructor
public Account()
{
// ...
}
}
Why: generally accepted practice that prevents the need to hunt for variable
declarations.

17. Do use singular names for enums. Exception: bit field enums.
// Correct
public enum Color
{
Red,
Green,
Blue,
Yellow,
Magenta,
Cyan
}
// Exception
[Flags]
public enum Dockings
{
None = 0,
Top = 1,
Right = 2,
Bottom = 4,
Left = 8
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and makes the code more
natural to read. Plural flags because enum can hold multiple values (using bitwise
‘OR’).

18. Do not explicitly specify a type of an enum or values of enums (except bit fields):
// Don't
public enum Direction : long
{
North = 1,
East = 2,
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South = 3,
West = 4
}
// Correct
public enum Direction
{
North,
East,
South,
West
}
Why: can create confusion when relying on actual types and values.

19. Do not use an “Enum” suffix in enum type names:
// Don't
public enum CoinEnum
{
Penny,
Nickel,
Dime,
Quarter,
Dollar
}
// Correct
public enum Coin
{
Penny,
Nickel,
Dime,
Quarter,
Dollar
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and consistent with prior rule of
no type indicators in identifiers.

20. Do not use “Flag” or “Flags” suffixes in enum type names:
// Don't
[Flags]
public enum DockingsFlags
{
None = 0,
Top = 1,
Right = 2,
Bottom = 4,
Left = 8
}
// Correct
[Flags]
public enum Dockings
{
None = 0,
Top = 1,
Right = 2,
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Bottom = 4,
Left = 8
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and consistent with prior rule of
no type indicators in identifiers.

21. Do use suffix EventArgs at creation of the new classes comprising the information on
event:
// Correct
public class BarcodeReadEventArgs : System.EventArgs
{
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.

22. Do name event handlers (delegates used as types of events) with the “EventHandler”
suffix, as shown in the following example:
public delegate void ReadBarcodeEventHandler(object sender, ReadBarcodeEve
ntArgs e);
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.

23. Do not create names of parameters in methods (or constructors) which differ only by the
register:
// Avoid
private void MyFunction(string name, string Name)
{
//...
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read, and also
excludes possibility of occurrence of conflict situations.

24. DO use two parameters named sender and e in event handlers. The sender parameter
represents the object that raised the event. The sender parameter is typically of type object,
even if it is possible to employ a more specific type.
public void ReadBarcodeEventHandler(object sender, ReadBarcodeEventArgs e)
{
//...
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and consistent with prior rule of
no type indicators in identifiers.

25. Do use suffix Exception at creation of the new classes comprising the information on
exception:
// Correct
public class BarcodeReadException : System.Exception
{
}
Why: consistent with the Microsoft’s .NET Framework and easy to read.
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26. Do use suffix Any, Is, Have or similar keywords for boolean identifier :
// Correct
public static bool IsNullOrEmpty(string value) {
return (value == null || value.Length == 0);
}

5 LAMBDAS
Lambdas are written with a single space before and after the =>:
// Great.
Func<int, int> square = i => i * i;
// Terrible.
Func<int, int> square = i=>i * i;
If your lambda takes a single argument, omit the parentheses around the argument list:
// Great!
var admins = Users.Select (user => user.IsAdministrator);
// Silly.
var admins = Users.Select ((user) => user.IsAdministrator);
Whenever possible, omit types from lambda argument lists, and use simple names:
// Great:
list.OnScroll += (sender, e) => {
...
};
// Passé:
list.OnScroll += (object sender, EventArgs e) => {
...
};
// No! Parameter name is needlessly complex:
sqlDatabaseAdaptors.Select (sqlDatabaseAdaptor => sqlDatabaseAdaptor.Id);
// Much better. We have enough context from the larger identifier to know
what 'adaptor' is:
sqlDatabaseAdaptors.Select (adaptor => adaptor.Id);
When the body of a lambda is a simple statement or expression, don’t use a block:
// Excellent!
var averageSalary = employees.Average (employee => employee.Salary);
// Inconceivable!
var averageSalary = employees.Average (employee => { return employee.Salar
y; });
When the body of the lambda is a block, put the opening brace on the same line as the =>,
indent the body of the block, and close the block at the same level of indentation as the line
containing the opening brace:
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// Ideal:
people.ForEach (person => {
person.BrushTeeth ();
person.CallMom ();
person.RegisterToVote ();
});
// No! Improperly positioned opening brace:
people.ForEach (person =>
{
person.BrushTeeth ();
person.CallMom ();
person.RegisterToVote ();
});
// No! Improperly positioned closing brace:
people.ForEach (person => {
person.BrushTeeth ();
person.CallMom ();
person.RegisterToVote ();
}
);
// No! Bad indentation:
people.ForEach (person => { person.BrushTeeth ();
person.CallMom ();
person.RegisterToVote ();
});
Always prefer lambdas, Func<>, and Action<> types to delegate. The only recommended
use of delegate is when the body of your anonymous method doesn’t reference any of its
arguments:
thing.EventWithSenderAndEventArgs += delegate {
Console.WriteLine ("EventWithSenderAndEventArgs raised.");
};
It is acceptable to use single-character argument names in lambdas if the receiver is an
IEnumerable and is named in such a way as to make the lambda argument obvious, and the
lambda argument name is the first character of the receiver’s identifier:
// Acceptable:
var averageSalary = employees.Average (e => e.Salary);
// Acceptable:
var averageSalary = employees.Average (employee => employee.Salary);
// Wrong - parameter name doesn't correspond to collection name:
var averageSalary = employees.Average (x => x.Salary);
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6 COMMIT MESSAGE CONVENTIONS
These rules are adopted from the AngularJS commit conventions.

6.1.
•
•
•

Goals
allow generating CHANGELOG.md by script
allow ignoring commits by git bisect (not important commits like formatting)
provide better information when browsing the history

6.2.

Generating CHANGELOG.md

We use these three sections in changelog: new features, bug fixes, breaking changes. This
list could be generated by script when doing a release. Along with links to related commits.
Of course you can edit this change log before actual release, but it could generate the
skeleton.
List of all subjects (first lines in commit message) since last release:
git log <last tag> HEAD --pretty=format:%s
New features in this release
git log <last release> HEAD --grep feature

6.2.1.

Recognizing unimportant commits

These are formatting changes (adding/removing spaces/empty lines, indentation), missing
semi colons, comments. So when you are looking for some change, you can ignore these
commits - no logic change inside this commit.
When bisecting, you can ignore these by:
git bisect skip $(git rev-list --grep irrelevant <good place> HEAD)

6.2.2.

Provide more information when browsing the history

This would add kinda “context” information. Look at these messages (taken from last few
angular’s commits): * Fix small typo in docs widget (tutorial instructions) * Fix test for
scenario.Application - should remove old iframe * docs - various doc fixes * docs - stripping
extra new lines * Replaced double line break with single when text is fetched from Google *
Added support for properties in documentation
All of these messages try to specify where is the change. But they don’t share any
convention…
Look at these messages: * fix comment stripping * fixing broken links * Bit of refactoring *
Check whether links do exist and throw exception * Fix sitemap include (to work on case
sensitive linux)
Are you able to guess what’s inside ? These messages miss place specification… So maybe
something like parts of the code: docs, docs-parser, compiler, scenario-runner, …
I know, you can find this information by checking which files had been changed, but that’s
slow. And when looking in git history I can see all of us tries to specify the place, only missing
the convention.
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6.3.

Format of the commit message

<type>(<scope>): <subject>
<BLANK LINE>
<body>
<BLANK LINE>
<footer>
Any line of the commit message cannot be longer 100 characters! This allows the message
to be easier to read on github as well as in various git tools.

6.3.1.

Subject line

Subject line contains succinct description of the change.

Allowed <type>
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

feat (feature)
fix (bug fix)
docs (documentation)
style (formatting, missing semi colons, …)
refactor
test (when adding missing tests)
chore (maintain)
Allowed <scope>
Scope could be anything specifying place of the commit change. For example $location,
$browser, $compile, $rootScope, ngHref, ngClick, ngView, etc…
<subject> text
•
use imperative, present tense: “change” not “changed” nor “changes”
•
don’t capitalize first letter
•
no dot (.) at the end

6.3.2.
•
•

Message body

just as in use imperative, present tense: “change” not “changed” nor “changes”
includes motivation for the change and contrasts with previous behavior

http://365git.tumblr.com/post/3308646748/writing-git-commit-messages
http://tbaggery.com/2008/04/19/a-note-about-git-commit-messages.html

6.3.3.
Message footer
Breaking changes
All breaking changes have to be mentioned in footer with the description of the change,
justification and migration notes
BREAKING CHANGE: isolate scope bindings definition has changed and
the inject option for the directive controller injection was removed.
To migrate the code follow the example below:
Before:
scope: {
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myAttr: 'attribute',
myBind: 'bind',
myExpression: 'expression',
myEval: 'evaluate',
myAccessor: 'accessor'
}
After:
scope: {
myAttr: '@',
myBind: '@',
myExpression: '&',
// myEval - usually not useful, but in cases where the expression is
assignable, you can use '='
myAccessor: '=' // in directive's template change myAccessor() to my
Accessor
}
The removed `inject` wasn't generaly useful for directives so there sh
ould be no code using it.

Referencing issues
Closed bugs should be listed on a separate line in the footer prefixed with “Closes” keyword
like this:
Closes #234
or in case of multiple issues:
Closes #123, #245, #992

6.4.

Examples

feat($browser): onUrlChange event (popstate/hashchange/polling)
Added new event to $browser:
- forward popstate event if available
- forward hashchange event if popstate not available
- do polling when neither popstate nor hashchange available
Breaks $browser.onHashChange, which was removed (use onUrlChange instead)
fix($compile): couple of unit tests for IE9
Older IEs serialize html uppercased, but IE9 does not...
Would be better to expect case insensitive, unfortunately jasmine does
not allow to user regexps for throw expectations.
Closes #392
Breaks foo.bar api, foo.baz should be used instead
feat(directive): ng:disabled, ng:checked, ng:multiple, ng:readonly, ng:sel
ected
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New directives for proper binding these attributes in older browsers (IE).
Added coresponding description, live examples and e2e tests.
Closes #351
style($location): add couple of missing semi colons
docs(guide): updated fixed docs from Google Docs
Couple of typos fixed:
- indentation
- batchLogbatchLog -> batchLog
- start periodic checking
- missing brace
feat($compile): simplify isolate scope bindings
Changed the isolate scope binding options to:
- @attr - attribute binding (including interpolation)
- =model - by-directional model binding
- &expr - expression execution binding
This change simplifies the terminology as well as
number of choices available to the developer. It
also supports local name aliasing from the parent.
BREAKING CHANGE: isolate scope bindings definition has changed and
the inject option for the directive controller injection was removed.
To migrate the code follow the example below:
Before:
scope: {
myAttr: 'attribute',
myBind: 'bind',
myExpression: 'expression',
myEval: 'evaluate',
myAccessor: 'accessor'
}
After:
scope: {
myAttr: '@',
myBind: '@',
myExpression: '&',
// myEval - usually not useful, but in cases where the expression is ass
ignable, you can use '='
myAccessor: '=' // in directive's template change myAccessor() to myAcce
ssor
}
The removed `inject` wasn't generally useful for directives so there shoul
d be no code using it.
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